INVITATION TO THE
WINTER GAMES
of urban revolt
CHALLENGE YOUR FRIENDS, YOUR NEIGHBORS, AND OTHER CREWS.
SABOTAGE SOCIAL CONTROL, DE-GENTRIFY OUR NEIGHBORHOODS!

THREE FIELDS OF PLAY AWAITS THE ATHLETES

n° 1 CAMOVER RETURNS

DESTROY SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS
• DUMMY CAMERA = 2 POINTS
• FUNCTIONAL CAMERA = 6 POINTS
• SMART DOORBELL WITH CAMERA (AMAZON RING / GOOGLE NEST) = 6 POINTS

n° 2 NOBODY PAYS

EACH METRO TURNSTILE DISABLED = 3 POINTS
• ALL THE TURNSTILES OF A STATION = BONUS +4
EACH FARE DISTRIBUTION MACHINE DISABLED = 6 POINTS
• ALL THE DISTRIBUTION MACHINES OF A STATION = BONUS +2

n° 3 A LONG WINTER FOR CONDO PROMOTERS

• GLUE THE LOCKS OF A CONDO SALES OFFICE (ALL DOORS) = 6 POINTS
• REDECORATE EXTERIOR (PAINT BOMBS, GRAFFITI, OR EXTINGUISHER) = 4 POINTS
• REDECORATE INTERIOR (WITH AN EXTINGUISHER) = 10 POINTS

BONUS
• CLAIM ONE’S ACTION WITH A MEME = 2 POINTS
• BURN A CHRISTMAS TREE DISPLAYED IN PUBLIC = 4 POINTS
• DISABLE A COP CAR DURING A SNOW STORM = 10 POINTS

*THIS IS NOT AN ENCOURAGEMENT TO BRAG ABOUT ONE’S ACTIONS OR OTHERWISE ENDANGER ONE’S SECURITY OR THAT OF FRIENDS.

DISCLAIMER: THIS POSTER IS PRODUCED SOLELY FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES AND DOES NOT INCITE ANYONE TO BREAK ANY LAW.